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Caterpillar: Working to Establish “One Voice” discusses Caterpillar Inc.’s  strategic decision to 

embrace a decentralized business strategy and the damaging effects of inconsistent marketing 

communication programs that resulted. Becoming decentralized allowed Caterpillar Inc. (CAT) 

to focus on the consumer, providing a 75% reduction in process order time and a 20% increase 

on return on investment. While decentralization positively impacted Caterpillar Inc.’s bottom line 

it was paired with the thirteen profit centers and four service centers taking individualistic ap-

proaches to marketing, causing diversified logo usage and brand positioning across each product 

segment. 

In association with a consulting agency CAT’s marketing members, Haney and Briggs, were re-

sponsible for creating a cohesive identity across individual units without implementing mandato-

ry practices that would diminish the entrepreneurial spirit of decentralization. This initiative was 

referred to as “the voice” and was supported by top level executives who wanted stakeholders to 

unite CAT with innovative and progressive abilities. To begin this process the team analyzed 

Caterpillar Inc.’s internal and external environment, revealing key insights that would be critical 

in gaining compliance from dealers. 

Internally employees were strongly tied to CAT and often refereed to themselves as “yellow 

blooded.” The company culture embraced ethics, quality, and were committed to teamwork, 

which was appreciated by their consumer base as 80% were repeat customers. Despite these at-



tributes dealers’ neglect of CAT’s graphic standards caused confusion within the marketplace as 

potential consumers were unsure of CAT’s mission, ownership, and competitive advantages. This 

was especially alarming in new markets that presented increased opportunity for CAT, but 

weren’t familiar with CAT’s strong reputation. 

To ensure CAT’s brand identity communicates the bottom line, customer orientated personality 

and establishes the advantageous positioning of enabling builders and planners, “the voice” must 

become internal practice allowing stakeholders to see CAT’s spectrum of services as one cohe-

sive company. Haney and Briggs utilized a concept book, newsletter, training sessions, and facil-

ity design as the beginning steps of establishing “one voice.” Additional undertakings could in-

clude executive leadership site visits, information exchange amongst external communication 

partners, and using existing technologies to direct employees to “the voice” microsite.  

Employees felt internal messaging was weak and difficult to interpret within CAT, an element 

that could be improved through top executives alike CAT’s CEO traveling to each of the profit 

and service centers.  Within his casual visits, presented in a town meeting style where employees 

are welcomed to ask questions, executives could discuss the successes of “the voice” through out 

the organization, supplying examples from each product line. If a correlation can be made be-

tween “the voice” and direct sales then it should be clearly woven into the presentation. Such 

facts are integral in altering the mindset that allowed for the misuse of CAT’s brand identity. 



Similar to the reaction that occurred when Haney and Briggs updated the lobbies in the manufac-

turing plant, having top executives speak to employees in an environment that encourages dia-

logue would ignite loyalty and feelings of empowerment. Meeting agendas should include stories 

of those who’ve actively advocated “the voice” and encourage employees to share their own ex-

amples, curating a culture that appreciates and is aware of “the voice.”  

Decentralization caused marketing efforts to be placed in various external parties hands. The 

fragmentation of CAT’s look was inflicted by each profit center’s entitlement to hire their own 

agencies or produce promotions in house. To promote “the voice” CAT’s corporate level could 

connect marketing heads and agency partners across the organization. By beginning the conver-

sation and ensuring those in communication decision roles are aware of the various entities they 

are connected to “the voice” is more likely to be considered when selecting a promotions strate-

gy. 

Each course of action must communicate the value of cohesive branding, thus imbedding in 

dealer’s minds that supporting the CAT brand will trigger increased profits as consumers under-

stand and seek out the values CAT embodies. The most efficient way to execute “the voice” 

would be creating a microsite that houses all content related to the topic. The microsite would 

feature all information within the concept book, such as real world guidance for each industry, 

but also highlight employee’s who’ve implemented “the voice” and their experiences as a result. 



The microsite would welcome internal and external audiences, rolling out as a link beneath cor-

porate email signatures. The databases which are integral to dealers’ daily responsibilities of or-

dering parts would feature banner ads directing them to the microsite. If the budget did not allow 

for the CEO to visit each private dealership, video footage could be uploaded communicating 

executives appreciation for those executing “the voice.” By cultivating an internal culture that is 

aware and communicates openly about “the voice” its usage will become an expectation as em-

ployees encourage one another to achieve CAT’s quality standards in every tier of the business, 

even marketing.


